
             CELLAR & BAR

5-CGWD 5 LITRE

10-CGWD 10 LITRE

20-CGWD 20 LITRE

Coming Soon 5 LITRE

Coming Soon 10 LITRE

Coming Soon 20 LITRE

5-RA 5 LITRE

10-RA 10 LITRE

20-RA 20 LITRE

5-PRA 5 LITRE

10-PRA 10 LITRE

20-PRA 20 LITRE

1-HGWD  12X1 LITRE

5-HGWD 5 LITRE

5-RP 5 KG

10-RP 10 KG

Rejuvenate Liquid - An acid based product which when added to your 

dish/glass washer, cleans away all lime scale deposits and restores all 

clouding from drinking glasses.

5-RL 5 LITRE

1-LR 12X1 LITRE

5-LR 5 LITRE

Lipstick Remover - This is a pre-wash product which effectively removes 

grease and lipstick marks from glassware.

Cabinet Glasswash Detergent - Auto glasswash is a fully formulated 

concentrated detergent for use in machine glass washers. Can be used along 

with rinse aid, gives exceptional results in hard and soft water.  Do not use 

as a hand glass wash detergent.

Polycarbonate Auto Glasswash Detergent - A fully formulated detergent 

for washing of ploycarbonate drinking glasses and ware, no need for rinse 

aid does not scratch or etch.

Rinse Aid - Auto dish and glass rinse aid is a fully formulated concentrated 

rinse  for use in machine dish and glass washers. Can be used along with 

dish and glass wash detergent and powder, gives exceptional results in hard 

and soft water. Rinse aid promotes rapid drying of washed items and helps 

prevent streaking.

Premier Rinse Aid - Auto dish and glass rinse aid is a fully formulated 

highly concentrated rinse for use in machine dish and glass washers. Can be 

used along with dish and glass wash detergent and powder, gives 

exceptional results in hard and soft water. Rinse aid promotes rapid drying of 

washed items and helps prevent streaking.

Hand Glasswash Detergent - A non corrosive glass wash detergent that 

provides excellent results in removing all soiling on glassware, leaving a 

residue free shine. Not suitable for glass washing machines.

Rejuvenate Powder - A free flowing white powder which quickly dissolves 

in your dish/glass washer, cleaning away all lime scale deposits and restores 

all clouding from drinking glasses.

5-LR 5 LITRE

Beerline Cleaner - A concentrated and highly effective cleaner for the 

maintenance of beer lines. Not for use in brass beer engines.
5-BLC 5 LITRE

Purple Beerline Cleaner - A concentrated and highly effective cleaner for 

the maintenance of beer lines. Not for use in brass beer engines. Contains a 

colour changing indicator, when the solution comes into contact with yeast 

and protein it turns green/brown.

5-PBLC 5 LITRE

grease and lipstick marks from glassware.


